The author recently noted that the paper contains serious errors. Several classes of finite p-groups are defined, by requiring certain inequalities to hold between the numbers of generators of various subgroups. These requirements obviously go over to subgroups, but they need not go over to factor groups, a fact that was overlooked: we regarded all relevant classes as both subgroup and quotient closed. Here we note which results still hold, and o¤er substitutes for the other ones.
Since these classes need not be factor group closed, we introduce related classes. Proof. Let x A A, y A H, let u; v A G map onto x and y, respectively, and let R ¼ hu; vi. Write A ¼ B=N. Replacing G; N; A; by R, N V R, ðB V RÞ=ðN V RÞ, respectively, we may assume that G ¼ hu; vi. Assume that ½x; y p 0 1. Then the argument of the paper shows that H has a maximal subgroup K such that dðKÞ d p þ 1. Writing K ¼ L=N, with L c G, we see that dðGÞ ¼ 2 and dðLÞ d p þ 1, contradicting the moderation of G. r
The rest of the proofs of Theorem A and Corollary A depend only on the Claim, therefore they are valid.
Next we turn to the infinite case.
Definition 4.
A pro-p group G belongs to the class A k , or to the class M s , provided that the relevant equality in Definition 1 or 2 hold whenever H and K are open subgroups of G.
It is then true that a group that belongs to A k , for some k, is p-adic analytic, but this need not hold for the classes M s . The following example was shown to us by I. Snopce. Let G be a Demushkin group (see [4, §12.3] ). It is proved in [1] that if H is open in G, then dðHÞ À 2 ¼ jG : HjðdðGÞ À 2Þ. It follows from this that G A M p , but if dðGÞ > 2, then it also follows that G contains open subgroups of arbitrarily high rank, therefore G is not analytic.
Finally, we mention that the paper [5] considers pro-p groups G satisfying the inequality dðHÞ À n c jK : HjðdðKÞ À nÞ, where H and K are open subgroups of G and n is some positive integer. For n > 1, such groups lie in M p .
